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PCI ASV Scan Management
No need to wait for a busy consultant’s availability when you can use this Cloud-based application
backed by SureCloud cybersecurity experts to automate your PCI scans and sustain cardholder
confidence.

The Challenge
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) exists to reduce the risk of
debit and credit card data loss. The regulations mandate that any businesses that process,
handle or store card data are required to be PCI DSS compliant. And under requirement
11.2.2, quarterly external vulnerability scans must be performed by an Approved Scanning
Vendor (ASV).
Typically, PCI ASV scans are a manual process that takes consultants weeks to schedule,
perform and then report on the findings. As a static, paper-based document, it acts as a
photo, capturing your infrastructure at a specific moment in time. It doesn’t prove your
ongoing compliance or tell you the remediation controls you need to implement, which
makes the report nothing more than a ‘tick-box’ exercise.
But, make the information dynamic, present it in real-time and wrap an intelligence layer
around it, and suddenly you have something that creates value for your business.

The Solution
PCI ASV Scan Management eliminates the hassle of compliance by giving you complete
control over your PCI ASV scans. Now you can schedule scans at your convenience,
re-scan instantly and view detailed reports on individual vulnerabilities, including their
description, recommended solution and any technical information.

SureCloud’s dashboard access to the PCI DSS scans, with red, green and amber
“
alerts, cuts the number of people required to monitor our PCI security compliance.
The platform dissects the information and presents it to us in an easy-to-use

”

format.
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Designed to meet PCI DSS requirement
11.2.2, choose PCI ASV Scan Management for:
Real-time information: immediately view the status of
each target and identify any vulnerabilities causing a ‘noncompliant’ state.
Simple compliance: once an overall ‘compliant’ state is reached
across the scope, simply download your attestation reports for
submission to the relevant acquirer(s).
Greater visibility: control most aspects of your workflow
through a centralized dashboard, including completing the
PSQ, scheduling of scans, and retrieving reports.
Granularity: break down compliance and scan results by IP,
listing all vulnerabilities so false positives and compensating
controls can be quickly identified.
Integration with your wider risk management: underpinned by
the SureCloud Platform, PCI ASV Scan Management seamlessly
draws information from your other GRC applications.
Our expertise: certified as a PCI DSS compliant ASV for the 10th
year running, you can access our cybersecurity experts any
time for best-practice advice.

Because SureCloud offers just one integrated solution for numerous needs, we
“
can add to our protection, such as scanning for PCI compliance, when we want.
We’ve gained a cost-effective way of meeting our evolving security compliance
requirements as well as invaluable advice about what direction to go in with our

”

information security strategy and technologies.

Philip Barbrook, Enterprise Architect, CSD

Trusted by Companies around the world:

Book a demo
Let us help you reinvent
the way you manage risk.
Visit our website or
contact one of our experts
to find out more.
sales@surecloud.com
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Why SureCloud
SureCloud is a provider of cloud-based, integrated Risk Management products and
Cybersecurity services, which reinvent the way you manage risk. SureCloud connects the
dots with integrated Risk Management solutions enabling you to make better decisions
and achieve your desired business outcomes. SureCloud is underpinned by a highly
configurable technology platform, which is simple, intuitive and flexible. Unlike other GRC
Platform providers, SureCloud is adaptable enough to fit your current business processes
without forcing you to make concessions during implementation; meaning you get
immediate and sustained value from the outset.
For more information visit www.surecloud.com
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